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Address COOPER Lighting 
Wheatley Hall Road 
Doncaster 
South Yorkshire 
DN2 4NB  

Country United Kingdom

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
RAILWAY SIGNAL LIGHTING CEAG Lighting is a long established UK manufacturer of special railway signal lamps and a wide range of incandescent
lamps. MARINE lamps The special Marine Lamps have been developed in partnership with the Marine industry over the last fifty years. The S8 and
S11 range have a spiral designed electrode giving 360 degrees visibility and these Marine Lamps fit into a six holder standard lamp changer. SPECIAL
PURPOSE LAMPS CEAG Lighting´s first incandescent lamp was made for its miners safety lamps in 1922. Since that time Ceag Lighting has
specialised the manufacturing processes to meet the precise tolerances required by safety critical products - Railway signal lamps Train lamps Long
life lamps Marine lamps Low voltage incandescent lamps Ministry of Defence N.A.T.O. lamps Long life lamps up to 8,000 hour
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